
Worksheet 8c 18.05.- 22.05.20

Dear 8c,

So now we know that you won’t return to school soon. It will take another four weeks before we 

meet again. That is really very long! What a pitty!

OK, let’s start working!

1) Correct „test 2“

I) Vocabulary

degree/ scenery/ charity/ to kid/ to defend/ someplace/ border/ to produce

II) Irregular verbs

kämpfen to fight fought fought

tragen to wear wore worn

verbreiten to spread spread spread

verlassen to leave left left

schlagen to beat beat beaten

III) If-clauses

1. If it ____rains___ (rain), that _will be____ (be) good for our nature.

2. You ____should do____ (do) your homework if you __want___ (want) good marks.

3. If my sister ____gets_ (get) home early from school today, we __will/can watch (watch) our 

favourite series together.

4. Mr Smith ____will be_ (be) on time today if his car _doesn’t break down_ (not/ break down) again.

5. Peter ___won’t be___ (not/be) happy if he ___doesn’t meet_____ (not/meet) his girlfriend after 

school.

Well done? I’m sure you did a good job!

2) Check your answers

Textbook 

p. 55 ex 3

I hope you had nice ideas. Please send me your sentences if you want to have my feedback!

Ex 4

1. If a stranger offered me a ride in his car, I would refuse. I wouldn’t get in the car because it’s

dangerous.



2. If I found a friend’s phone in my bag, I would give it back. I wouldn’t use it to make a few calls

because it’s not fair.

3. If I bought a new watch and it didn’t work. I would take it back to the shop. I wouldn’t throw it

away because it can be repaired.

4. If a man with a gun was running along the street, I would call the police. I wouldn’t stop him

because it is too dangerous.

5. If I saw a ghost in the middle of the night, I would try to hide. I wouldn’t speak to the ghost

because I would be too scared.

6. If I suddenly saw a bear in front of me in Yellowstone Park, I would lie down and keep still. I

wouldn’t run away because bears can run faster than people and I wouldn’t try to climb a tree

because the bear would wait under the tree.

Workbook p. 37

ex 8 Again: For feedback send me your sentences.



3) Practising if-clauses



Ex 2

4) Mock test

Just imagine…we would write a short test about if-clauses. Could you do it?

Fill in the “test” without help:

1. Fülle die Lücken aus.

If-Sätze  sind  Bedingungssätze.  Beim  If-Satz  I  ist  die  Bedingung

____________________,  beim  If-Satz  II  ist  die  Bedingung

________________________.                                                                              2

2.    Sandy wants to go on a tour of Memphis with her friend Louise and her 
dad. Complete the conversation. Put in the correct forms.

Sandy Have you booked our Memphis tour on Saturday, dad?

Dad Erm, no, I haven’t. I’ve got a business meeting on Saturday. 

But that’s no problem. If you want me to, (I/book) 

_________________________ it for next weekend. 1



Sandy But dad, I promised Louise to go this Saturday. If you were 

interested in my things, (you/not/have) ______________ 

______________ meetings on Saturdays. 1

Dad But where’s the problem? If (we/go) _____________ 

____________  next week, it’ll be just the same. 1

Sandy Louise (not/have) ______________________________ 1

time if we go next week. There’s a softball game next Saturday.

Dad And it would be a disaster if (she/miss) 

___________________________  this game. 1

Sandy If you (understand) _________________________ me, 1

you wouldn’t say something like this.

Mum Wait a minute. I think I’ve got an idea. (it/be) __________

_____________________ a problem if you two went on your own? 1

There was an advertisement in the paper two days ago. It says: 

‘Explore Memphis on our coach tour. If you spend $15, (you/see) 

_____________________ all the musical sights of Memphis. 1

Even Elvis couldn’t show you more if (he/be) ______________

_________ still alive.’ 1

Sandy That’s great. When does the tour start?

Mum Well, actually there are two tours. If you take the first one, 

(you/arrive) ____________________ in Memphis at 9.30 A.M. You 1

can visit Graceland, Beale Street, and the Memphis Music Hall of Fame. 

Sandy What about the Rock ’n’ Soul Museum?

Mum Hmm, it says here that you can visit it if (you/pay) 

________________ $5 extra per person. 1

Sandy OK, that’s wonderful, mum. Thanks a lot.

3. Write two sentences about what you would do if you were King/ 

Queen of Germany.

______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________1/1

______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________1/1

Ok! How did you do? 



5) Vocabulary time

Learn the vocabulary till the word “Roller coaster” p. 134 in your textbook and write them into your 

exercise book (Recording: “vocab_U4T1”).

Für alle, die die Aufnahme nicht hören können: Das Kästchen und auf Seite 133 bitte anschauen, 

diese Unterscheidung solltet ihr beherrschen.


